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Melike Kara, How She Shapes Us, 2021, wool, 20 1⁄2 × 38 5⁄8".
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For her first show in Georgia, Cologne-based Kurdish German artist Melike Kara gathered new
works—paintings, wall-mounted crocheted works, “knot sculptures” made from PLA filament,
and a video—under the title “How She Shapes Us.” “She” is the Munzur River, which flows
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In the Studio with Melike Kara. Words by Sofia
Hallström
I'd like to start this interview by asking you about
your painting practice. The paintings are densely
layered with condensed colour palettes and usually
made using oil sticks; how did you develop this
style?
When I start painting, I usually access two to three
colour palettes. To focus on the two to three
colours helps me to create a frame of what
happens on the canvas.

Melike Kara, studio image. Image courtesy the artist

You use motifs from tapestries, craft traditions and
ritual objects of Kurdish culture. How do you
approach creating composition in the paintings?
The starting point for these paintings is inspired
by different Kurdish tapestry motifs from various
regions and tribes. The ambiguity between
abstraction and figuration is already at play in
these carpets. From that point the painting
weaves into the here and now and tells its own
story. They appear to be two figures which are
dissolving at the same time.
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Melike Kara, 'Sandanaj' (2021), oil stick and acrylic on canvas, 200 x 220 cm.
'Nothing is Yours, Everything is You', Kölnischer Kunstverein, Cologne, 2021.
Image copyright and courtesy of the artist and Kölnischer Kunstverein

Do you have any rituals or processes that you
follow in the studio?
I usually start my day in the studio early in the
morning. First I water all the plants, make myself a
coffee or tea and get inspired by everyday things
– as well as react to/reflect on current events. And
then I start to paint.
To end the day in the studio and to ground myself,
I oil my calves as it helps to come back to a
grounding, bodily reality.

Melike Kara, studio image. Image courtesy the artist

In your practice, you work with many different
mediums broadly encompassing painting,
sculpture, installation, film and text. What
influences your choice in which mediums to use?
Every medium has another way of telling, if art is
more than representation, if it is a form of
communication, then directness of narrative is
different in every medium. This is what guides me
– depending on what I want to say, the choice of
media follows.
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Melike Kara, 'mother of mother of mother', installation view, Ludwig Forum,
Aachen, 2021. Image copyright and courtesy of the artist and Ludwig Forum

You seem to incorporate a lot of personal
narratives into your work. Can you tell us about
some of the people or experiences that inform your
practice?
My family, especially the older generation helped
me to find a better communication to my Kurdish
roots, but also travelling to the places where my
family comes from or going to the religious pilgrim
places gave me a very good possibility to connect.
The rituals my grandmother taught me, which
were so normal to her, opened up a different door
– another dimension. I learned a lot from her, she
was a door to my Kurdish heritage which drove me
and my work to get a better idea of what it means
to have Kurdish roots.

Melike Kara, 'HOW SHE SHAPES US', installation view, LC Queisser, Tbilissi,
2021. Image copyright and courtesy of the artist and LC Queisser

I wondered whether you could talk about what led
you to begin building your personal archive,
centred around your Kurdish-Alevi family histories
and stories; and Kurdish culture and tradition more
broadly. How does the archive figure within your
studio practice?
When I started to dig deeper into my family
history, I began collecting everything I could find. I
was interested in what the bond is in a group of
people as inhomogeneous as that of the Kurds.
That is how building the archive started.
My personal history is connected to a specific
subgroup of the Kurdish population, but I was also
interested in the Kurdish community as a whole
with all the different tribes. At the same time, I
wanted to learn more about history and about
writers, stories, poets, and singers.
They are from different regions and different
networks, and they all come from different
sources. There are personal family photos and
pictures taken by family friends. There are photos
I took myself and others taken by family members.
I continue to expand the archive and am still
taking photos and asking family members to do
the same. Those images are accompanied by
ones from other sources and regions, as well as
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found images etc. I was interested in collecting
everything and finding the hidden beauty in them.
The archive is something inherent and present in
all my work, something that is alive and everchanging. I am not afraid of these changes, it is an
ongoing process and some part of me will always
be searching for a better understanding of my
Kurdish heritage.
When we spoke previously, you mentioned the
importance of celebrating the beauty that lives
amongst the heaviness and hardships of a culture.
Is there something that you hope viewers think
about or take away from your work?
I don’t think it’s my place to want to influence how
viewers see my work, but I do wish to create
awareness and sensitivity to a culture that one
may not have had access to before.
When you are working towards an exhibition, how
do you initially approach making the work?
Ahead of preparing an exhibition, I mostly start
with writing a poem; it gives me quicker access to
what I am going to do. But here, too, I draw a lot of
inspiration from the space and the given
architecture. The artistic process for me does not
only take place in my studio, but also responding
to places and going to their architecture physically
inspires me. In general, I am looking for an
extension of painting that connects with its
surroundings or architecture. Painting and
sculpture interact, question each other and create
a direct communication with the same. An
expanded view and a change of perspective seem
interesting to me.

Melike Kara, 'Sofreh Normadic' (2021) Oil stick and acrylic on canvas, 200 x
220 cm. Nothing is Yours, Everything is You, Kölnischer Kunstverein,
Cologne, 2021. Image copyright and courtesy of the artist and Kölnischer
Kunstverein

construction company’s withdrawal from the project and at least a
temporary moratorium on construction.

For her first show in Georgia, Cologne-based Kurdish German artist Melike Kara gathered new works—paintings,
wall-mounted crocheted works, “knot sculptures” made from PLA filament, and a video—underthe title “How She
Shapes Us.” “She” is the Munzur River, which flows through the artist’s homeland—and, as if mirroring a river bend,
the video Munzur (all works 2021) was projected on a curved white-brick wall in the staircase leading to the gallery’s
second floor. Composed of three vertically oriented cell-phone recordings, the video follows from differentangles the
ceaseless flowing and swirling of the river as it passes through the province of Turkey long known as Dersim. This
territory, renamed Tunceli in 1936, has a large Kurdish population and is the only one wherethe majority are Alevi, a
persecuted Muslim minority. Historically, it has been a site of significant Kurdish resistance to the Turkish
government. It is also one of the most biodiverse regions in eastern Anatolia, but since
the 1980s ambitious dam projects have been planned and executed there, harming both the natural surroundings
and the social fabric of the region.
Four crocheted-wool pieces, shimmering with silvery threads, were hung on top of the projection, forming an
integral part of the video installation. As the viewer moved farther into the gallery rooms, multiple other light-pink
works, from the series “Remember Us,” 2021–, were revealed, appearing abstract at first glance but containing
visual references to the geometric rhythms of patterns traditional to Kurdish crafts, as well as to those existing in
nature. Some of them were intentionally left unfinished, the loose threads hanging down the walls, painted a metallic
silver gray. The crocheted-wool work that gave the show its title stood out as the only figurative scene, based on a
family photo of Kara’s aunt and another woman washing dishes in the Munzur. Its fine needlework radiated calmand
familial warmth, even as it offered a poignant reminder of the often unwritten and violently erased Kurdish histories
within the Turkish state. Memories like these are now kept only within the personal archives of families.
As human and nonhuman life surrounds the river, so does the energy-industry infrastructure that endangers its fragile
ecosystems. Here in Georgia, Kara’s work resonated with a local controversy around the Namakhvani hydropower
plant on the Rioni River. The largest energy project since the country declared independence from the Soviet Union
in 1991, the dam was to be built by a Turkish construction company. Since early 2021, the Rioni Valley Defenders—a
group formed by local residents and supported by feminist and queer activists, progressive liberals, and leftists—have
demonstrated hope that environmental justice could serve as a unifying platform. The protests experienced a
painful rupture in July, however, when the Georgian Orthodox Church pitted the rural movement against the LGBTQI
+ community during Gay Pride. Nevertheless, a small victory for the activists came in September with the

Juxtaposed with Kara’s wool works were large paintings whose palettes
were limited to a few combinations of dark purple, conifer green, or black,
with traces of pink, silver, and white. They were inspired by traditional
Kurdish tapestry motifs from various regions, with titles directly referring
to locations of their origin. For example, bid majnun, which evoked the
same kinds of fluvial processes seen in Munzur, did not contain any
clearly discernible figures. The painting was abstract, but only in the
sense that a super close-up examination of a carpet in the making or a
distant bird’s-eye view of a landscape would be—meaning, not really
abstract at all. The lightly applied combinations of lines and squares in oil
stick and acrylic could well have comprised a map of the region or of any
place, perhaps, that does not include dams but lets the river shape us.
— Inga Lāce
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‘May all of our stories / fit into one sentence / rolled up / packed together,’ muses Melike Kara in a
poem accompanying her solo exhibition, ‘Nothing Is Yours, Everything Is You’, at Kölnischer Kunstverein.
Moving through the upper-floor galleries, the institution’s postwar architecture is transformed by redand blue-tinted paintings inspired by Kurdish tribal patterns, video projections, soundscapes
of Kurdish folk songs and poetry, and wallpaper photo collages – using images culled from her personal
archive – all of which come together to make the spaces vibrate with the voices and resistance of the
Kurdish diaspora. In the top-floor ‘Studio’, the cushion stacks bridge ties and collective memories (both
2021) lean against bleached, blueish family photographs and refer to furnishings traditionally used
for social gatherings and prayer. Utilizing the institution’s interior and
exterior spaces, Kara weaves a narrative that captures a fading collective memory, tying a visual knot to
the last sentences of the poem: ‘so / that
not much is left / except / a free and unwritten soul /suspecting nothing / wanting nothing / floating in
a light void.’

Melike Kara, 'Nothing Is Yours, Everything Is You’, 2021, installation view,
Kölnischer Kunstverein. Courtesy: the artist and Kölnischer Kunstverein

Melike Kara in her Köln studio, 2018.

My second house was haunted. I never saw a ghost, but I felt one. I considered it more or less benevolent
with the exception of midnight walks to a cold toilet seat.
Occasionally I feel this same creeping sensation staring into the eyes of figurative paintings or security
cameras. At Melike Kara’s studio in Cologne, I was under constant surveillance, but the source was hard to
pinpoint.
You can’t walk by one of Kara’s oil stick paintings without catching a gaze. Her jumbles of purple, pink and
blue bodies seem to follow you without any effort, but it was the omnipresence of Kara’s grandmother that
seemed to dominate the room on an unseasonably warm visit in April. “She’s always with me,” Kara says,
motioning to a paper cut-out of her grandmother’s face affixed to a wooden madonna. “She’s the guardian
angel of the studio.”
The artist’s family has always played a critical role in her work. Her great-grandfather was the shaman of his
Turkish village and the artist remembers the kind of magnetic pull her grandmother had during their visits.
“Everyone wanted to touch her,” Kara says. “The Kurdish belief is that a shaman has magical powers for
healing. If you visit and commune with them in their temple, they can help you manifest your wishes.”

Cultured Magazine July 6, 2018

This July, Kara plans to create her own oasis at the Yuz Museum in Shanghai for “A Parsley Face,” her first
institutional solo show. During our visit, she was working on a series of semi-transparent panels, which she
plans to dangle from the ceiling in order to create a temple within the museum hall. Each hand-painted
pane is at once a window and a wall— a dynamic that Kara hopes will help visitors feel protected while
taking in the army of new figures that flank them on either side. “Everybody sees something different in my
images,” Kara says. “I wanted to push this idea and think about the way I could create new frames for looking and for being looked at. Identity is not static, it is constantly in flux like a performance or a narrative.”
Certainly when observing Kara’s figures I find myself constructing my own stories about how they all ended
up together and who is in charge. For hints I bury myself in the details, some of which are inspired by the
psychedelically-colored tassels her grandmother used to knit. An assortment are lying on a bed in the thick
of things. The spread reads as a kind of three-dimensional storyboard as the soft strawberries, dresses and
animals play off one another, not unlike the masked figures that occupy the artist’s paintings. “I especially
love the dogs,” Kara says lifting up one of the crude figures speckled in bright green and a clashing pink.
Kara’s obsession with four-legged friends is well documented.

Kara’s aesthetic idiosyncrasies are what initially drew gallerist Javier Peres to show her work in 2016.
“Melike’s pieces are enigmatic, what some would call ‘primitive’ and yet somehow deeply sophisticated in
mood,” Peres says. “They are memorable as they seem to depict some social tableaux of a long-lost civilization. Or maybe they are about a future civilization. Her work leaves a lot of room for interpretation. It’s
not about deciphering the what, when, where and why, but rather it’s about the work asking questions and
opening the possibilities.”
The generosity found in Kara’s work is an extension of her own. Like her shamanistic elders, the artist has a
commanding presence—but one that generates new energy rather than domineers. This is the discovery
I make during our visit. The ghost or presence that I perceived upon arrival isn’t a function of an outside
force but one that radiates outward from Kara’s core and manifests itself in her work. I ask her if anyone has
accused her of having powers before, and she laughs: “My family has lived outside of Turkey for three generations. If anything my work is an effort to get in touch with this history, to draw it out and use it to create
myths of my own.”

Her 2017 exhibition with Peres Projects was titled “Köpek,” the Turkish word for hounds, and featured
a suite of long-eared sculptures guarding her paintings like gargoyles. The Yuz Museum show will also
include new wooden sculptures, some of which currently populate the floor. The notched surface of her
carved material presented a challenge to the artist who typically works on canvas with oil sticks. “I had to
find a new way in, but now I think I’m getting the hang of it. I’m used to the directness and immediacy of the
oil stick. This is a more decorative process,” she says, picking up a clock whose hands have been replaced
with blue roses. These are the romantic flourishes that enable Kara to bridge the space between the domestic and the mystical. The fantasy is not outside but within. One of Kara’s strengths is her ability to create and
break her own rubrics. For example, when working on a group of paintings, Kara tends to stick to a singular
color palette of three to four colors. “It’s not really about creating a signature of favoritism, but rather a
way for me to focus,” the artist says of her tendency to condense. “Since I’m surrounded on all sides in the
studio, I find color helps create a sense of cohesion that enables me to work through an idea without losing
myself.”
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